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Project Attraction Advisor is a project which aims to help teenagers choose an 

attraction based on their budget, number of people involved and location. This was 

done through creating a website which has multiple features, one being the 

classifications of attractions into four separate packages that contains different 

meaning and learning values. It also has other features such as search filters and an 

Attraction Map to further assist users to look for an attraction more easily. 

 

1. Introduction 

1.1 Rationale of the project 

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, everyone was forbidden from going out and had to 

stay in their own houses. This situation was quite concerning as many students were 

unable to go outside and chose to approach their digital devices more often and as a 

result, some of them eventually became addicted to their digital devices. Despite the 

pandemic situation in Singapore getting better, teenagers may choose to not go out 

as they may face the problem of deciding what activities to do. 

 

Thus, Project Attraction Advisor was created to help teenagers in Singapore by 

providing a platform which can suggest attractions for them. We hoped that this 

platform could help motivate students to go out to spend their free time instead of 

sticking to their digital devices. We also desired that these activities would raise 

certain values in students like the appreciation of all life no matter how small they 

may seem and to appreciate the rich culture of Singapore. In the end we hoped that 

teenagers would be able to create memorable experiences and take away some key 

learning values with their friends by partaking the attractions we recommend. 

 

1.2 Objectives of the project 

Our project is created with the aim to provide a platform which can allow teenagers 

to easily choose an attraction in Singapore based on some set criteria. We also 

planned to aid teenagers in being able to easily compare and choose between 

attractions by consolidating out the basic information of attractions on criteria such 
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as address, price and maximum number of people that can participate in said 

attraction. On a side note, we intended to explore and suggest some unpopular but 

fun attractions which are suitable for teenagers to visit through this website. 

 

1.3 Target audience of the project 

This resource is targeted towards the teenagers who are unwilling to go out as they 

do not know any places or attractions they can go to, or the teenagers who want to 

find specific attractions according to various factors. 

 

1.4 Resource created 

After discussion among ourselves and our project mentor, we ultimately decided on 

creating a website as it fit the criteria of being easily accessible and convenient for 

users. For the “Attraction Map” feature in our website, we also decided to use Padlet 

to create the map.  

 

2. Review 

Existing resources which serve a similar function, such as TripAdvisor and KLOOK 

are mostly aimed at families or large groups. They do not reflect the best interests of 

teenagers. Besides that, most resources were available prior to COVID-19, which 

meant that they might not be reliable under the current situation. Thus, there is a 

need to address such problems with resources which are catered to teenagers. The 

information of attractions in our website was also updated when changes to the safe 

management measures were announced. 
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3. Methodology 

3.1 Needs Analysis 

To have a better understanding of the extent of usefulness of this resource, as well 

as the rough direction on how to develop the website, we had conducted a need 

analysis survey to collect responses to discover what our target audiences needed 

and wanted. In the end, we had collected 48 responses, which gave us a clear 

guidance of how we should shape our website. 

 

Travel Advisor Klook 
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Figure 1: Survey Result 

This pie chart, Fig 1, showed how often did respondents find themselves being 

unable to decide what activities to do outside. 21% of the participants (7 people) 

stated that they always found themselves unable to decide what to do, while 43% of 

the participants (15 people) often faced the similar situation too. This showed that 

most of the respondents (64%) often were unable to decide on what activities to do. 
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Figure 2: Survey Results 

This chart, Fig 2, showed the factors that resulted respondents in facing difficulties in 

deciding on what to do outside. We observed that top 5 main reasons they faced 

were too little activities to choose from, having insufficient information, too many 

activities to choose from, not enough money and no one to do activities with. The 

fact that respondents were having two opposing extremes opinions of amounts of 

activities to choose from showed that there was a lack of resource to consolidate the 

information into a concise platform. It gave us a better idea of the direction our 

website would go, which is to have enough attractions yet consolidate them in such a 

way that makes it easy for the users to choose their attraction. 
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Figure 3: Survey Results 

This bar chart, Figure 3, showed the considerations respondents had in deciding on 

what activities to do. These considerations included number of people involved, 

budget per pax, indoors or outdoors, difficulty and novelty. These gave us a better 

view on what information to be put into the filters for the website. 
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Figure 4: Survey Results 

The bar chart, Figure 4, showed the respondents’ feedbacks on how useful is a 

website which suggest them an activity based on budget, group size and other 

considerations. 94% of respondents found such a website to be quite useful, which 

meant that our website’s direction appealed to the majority of our target audience. 
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3.2 Construction of resources 

 

Figure 5, Google Sheet 

After deciding on the attractions to include in our website, we also created a Google 

Sheets to collate information of these attractions. The information for each attraction 

includes a brief description, business hour, price per pax, pax involved, Covid 

measures, address, and transport modes. 

We created a draft of the website with Adobe XD and got approval from our project 

mentor. Then, we used HTML and CSS which are programming languages to create 

the user interface of our website. For the backend of the website, we used 

JavaScript to create the filters in our “All Activities” section.  

For the “Attraction Map” section, we created the map using the “Map” function 

provided by Padlet. We also colour coded the icons to the respective package they 

belonged to. 
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3.3 Pilot Test 

After creating our website, we sent out a pilot test survey to receive feedbacks of 

respondents evaluating the website and its usefulness. In total, we received over 40 

responses. 

 

 

                 Figure 6, Survey Results 

 

Generally, we received positive feedbacks from them. Over 90% of the respondents 

stated that the various features in our website, including the packages, attraction 

map and filters, were useful and the content in our website was sufficient.  
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Figure 7, Survey Results 

 

Figure 7 showed respondents’ comments on our website. We received many positive 

comments, but we did also collect some responses on how we could improve on our 

website. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8, Survey Results 

 

Figure 8 showed that most of the respondents think that our website could serve its 

purpose, which was to help teenagers in finding attractions to visit. For example, 
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some of the respondents pointed out that our website’s filter function and the way we 

simplified the information had made the website more user-friendly.  

 

4. Outcome and Discussion 

4.1 Final Outcome 

Our website features four main sections which are respectively the “Homepage” 

section, “Attraction Map” section, “Packages” sections and “All Attractions” section.  

The “Packages” sections included attractions to be classified under several themes, 

each with their separate learning values.  

The reasoning behind creating the first package, “Appreciation of SG Culture”, is that 

Singapore culture is so rich and diverse, from temples to historical sites. The 

package hopes to help Singaporean teenagers in learning more about the history 

and culture of Singapore by recommending places of either historical or cultural 

significance. 

The reasoning behind creating the second package, “Time to Get Physical”, is that 

what good is being full of wisdom when you have a weak body? It is beneficial for 

you to get physical once in a while and break out a sweat. 

The reasoning behind creating the third package, “The Wonders of Science and 

Technology”, is that as time goes on, advancements in Science and Technology are 

only increasing both in scale and frequency as the years go by. So, youths should 

come and experience these technological advancements being applied first hand in 

entertainment and the future. 

The reasoning behind creating the fourth package, “Embrace Mother Nature”, is that 

teenagers may not know this, but Singapore has quite a bit of biodiversity, from 

monkeys to hogs, we should learn to appreciate all life no matter how small or 

insignificant they may seem. 

In the “Attraction Map” section, all attractions will be listed on a map of Singapore 

according to where they are located. It enables users to see at a glance where these 

places are located so that they can see if these places are located close to each 

other or close to the user. This makes it more convenient for them to plan their visit. 
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The “All Attractions” section contained all attractions which are listed each as a card 

with 4 cards in one row. People can just scroll down and click on more info if they 

want to know more about the attraction. It also included three filters which are by 

alphabetical order, pax involved and price range. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 Figure 8, Homepage Section 
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Figure 9, Attraction Map section 
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Figure 10, Packages Section 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 11, All Attractions Section 
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4.2 Limitations and possible further works 

We could possibly increase the number of attractions as time goes on, since 

teenagers who use this website will sooner or later have completed visiting all 

attractions as there are only 14 attractions at the moment. On top of the three filters, 

we could have added a search bar which allowed our users to access any attraction 

they were interested in more easily as there would be no need for them to scroll 

through the list of attractions before finding the attraction that they were interested in. 

 

 

5. Conclusion 

Project Attraction Advisor was a rather challenging project, as creating a functional 

and reliable resource required a high amount of effort. Only through extensive and 

in-depth research from various sources were we able to successfully gather a good 

pool of attractions. Furthermore, there were several challenges we had to overcome 

when making the website. For example, we had various functionalities which took a 

lot of fixing to ensure it operated properly. In the end, we were able to create 

something which could benefit our fellow teenagers thus achieving the aim of our 

project. 
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